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density of hospital provision
emergency services see emergency
healthcare services
gatekeeping see gatekeeping hospital
access
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only 12
innovative care see innovative
healthcare
physician shortages see physicians,
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rationing mechanisms see rationing
of healthcare services
right to choose healthcare providers
see right to choose healthcare
providers
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Colombia 246
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specialist services see specialist
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travel to hospitals see travel to
hospitals
waiting times see waiting times
see also under country reports
accident and emergency services see
emergency healthcare services
Acton, Jan Paul 91
affordability of healthcare
cost-efficiency concerns see
cost-efficiency
hospital financing see hospital
financing

physician remuneration see
physicians, remuneration
private payments see private
payments for healthcare
reimbursement models see
reimbursement models
see also under country reports
Alternative Quality Contract of Blue
Cross Blue Shield, Massachusetts
141–3
see also integrated population-based
contracts
Amsterdam-Noord integrated
population-based contract
experiment 147–8
see also integrated population-based
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accessibility of healthcare
innovative care 177–8
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158
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168–9
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158–9
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171–2
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196–7
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181, 182, 187–8
contributors 194–5
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hospital sector
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189
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184, 186, 197–8, 204
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186–7
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and healthcare facilities
184–5
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quality of healthcare 198–9
innovative care 203
oversight and enforcement
200–201
physician training and
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healthcare facilities 185
reform action plan 201
FFS replaced by flat-rate fees
192–3, 203–4
see also fee-for-service (FFS)
models
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see also reimbursement models
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Bradley, Elizabeth H. 35–6
Brexit, healthcare implications 355
budget caps
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described 137–9
see also integrated populationbased contracts
undertreatment associated with
132
see also rationing of healthcare
services
bundled payments
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New York state see value-based
payment (VBP) financing, New
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see also reimbursement models
Calabresi, Guido 22
capital investments
Czech Republic 212
England 269–70
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Netherlands 370–71, 384
see also hospital financing
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cost-efficiency incentive 8
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population-based contracts
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payment (VBP) financing, New
York state
see also reimbursement models
Chase, Deborah 143–5
Chassin, Mark R. 25
Chevreul, Karine 285, 286–7, 288, 290,
292, 297–300
choice of healthcare providers see
right to choose healthcare
providers
co-payments 86
Austria 168
Colombia 232–3
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France 290, 302
Germany 314–15
Ireland 334, 338, 339
Netherlands 76–7, 302, 365
see also private payments for
healthcare
Colombia 223–4
accessibility of healthcare 224
density of hospital provision
227–8, 229
emergency services 226
enforcement of access rights 11,
232, 244–5
limitations of 228
patient access to hospital care
228, 230
right to choose healthcare
providers 239
rural and isolated areas 246
specialist services 228, 230,
246–7
waiting times 230–31
affordability of healthcare 227
hospital budgeting and pricing
236–7
key challenges 248
private payments 232–3, 236
reimbursement models see
Colombia, reimbursement
models
sources of funding 233
health insurance system (mandatory)
224
competition between insurers
238–9, 245–6
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225–6
Payment Unit for Capitation
allocated to insurance
companies 226–7
role of insurers 225
supervisory mechanism see
Colombia, supervisory
mechanism
hospital sector
competition within 5, 6, 238–9,
245–6
density of hospital provision
227–8, 229
physician employment status and
conditions 237–8
public and private providers in
225
quality of healthcare
Mandatory System to Guarantee
Quality in Health framework
240–42
patient satisfaction survey data
242
quality and pricing relationship
243
supervision of 245, 248–9
reimbursement models 233
capitation model 226–7, 234
DRG system 235–6
see also diagnosis related
group (DRG)
financing
FFS system 234–5
see also fee-for-service (FFS)
model
supervisory mechanism
access to and quality of healthcare
244–5, 248–9
competition 245–6
financial flows between insurers
and providers 244
financial performance 243–4,
247
key challenges 248–9
competition in healthcare provision
competitive tendering see
contracting healthcare
services
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collaboration and mergers
between healthcare providers
274–5
NHS commissioning function 64,
67–8, 80, 253, 272–4
patient choice policies 69, 71–2,
255, 258–9, 273–4
between healthcare providers 5, 6,
93
see also right to choose healthcare
providers
Austria 158
Belgium 197–8
France 300
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Ireland 344–5
Netherlands 5, 6, 364–5, 367,
377–8, 379
Norway 402–3
South Africa 424–6, 427
United States 30–33
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Colombia 238–9, 245–6
France 300
Netherlands 380–81
South Africa 426
United States 31
between states see cross-border
healthcare
continuity of care after hospital
bankruptcy see hospital financing,
bankruptcy support
contracting healthcare services 62
block contracts see block grants/
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efficiency benefits compared with
non-contracting 65–9, 80
England 64, 67–8
FFS contracts see fee-for-service
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129–30
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65–9, 80
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221–2
incentives of reimbursement models
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see also reimbursement models
length of hospital stays see length of
hospital stays
waste in healthcare systems see waste
in healthcare systems
cost of hospitals see expenditure trends
cross-border healthcare
costs per patient calculations 9
Cross-Border Healthcare Directive
see Cross-Border Healthcare
Directive (2011/24/EU)
cross-border recognition of
physician qualifications 355,
407
see also physicians, training and
accreditation
data for international comparisons
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DRG coding of treatments 44–5,
176–7
see also diagnosis related group
(DRG) financing
shortages of 11, 44–5
England see England, cross-border
healthcare
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(EHIC) regime 309–10
Finland 46–7
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Ireland see Ireland, cross-border
healthcare
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see also accessibility of healthcare
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(2011/24/EU) 37–8

accessibility activated but not
operationalized 38–9, 60–61
citizens not encouraged to seek
treatment abroad 42
cost barriers 48–9
information asymmetries see
Cross-Border Healthcare
Directive (2011/24/EU),
information provision under
intermediaries to operationalize
Directive lacking 12, 38,
49–50, 53–4
business incentives under
for intermediaries 39, 54, 60–61
for private healthcare providers
49, 50
for public healthcare providers
50
EEA states, application in 392,
397–8
information provision under 43–4
information challenges for
physicians 51–2
information overload for patients
53
‘localization’ challenges 52–3
National Contact Point (NCP)
mechanism 39, 42–3, 44,
51–3
no mechanism for harmonizing
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waiting list information not
required 11
see also waiting times
minimalist approach to
implementing Treaty-based
rights 38
discrimination on nationality
grounds prohibited 50
reimbursement restrictions,
permitted grounds for 55–6,
59
as ‘structured ambivalence’ 40–45
Watts case (R. (on the application
of Watts) v Bedford Primary
Care Trust (C-372/04))
40–41
reimbursement restrictions
permitted grounds for 55–6, 59
political rationale for 54–5
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45–6, 52, 56, 57
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systems, implications for 52,
57
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45
pre-authorization requirements
40–41, 45, 48
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Cuomo, Andrew M. 110
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216, 219
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207, 213
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220
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221
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216, 219
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218
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212–14, 215, 216, 217, 218
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restrictions 211–12
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209–10
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Service (NHS)
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see also governance of healthcare;
hospital financing
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260
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258
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270–72
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250–51
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253–4
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Brexit, healthcare implications 355
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see Cross-Border Healthcare
Directive (2011/24/EU)
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see also physicians, training and
accreditation
expenditure trends 3–5
costs over time, country comparisons
4, 303
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Czech Republic 212–14, 215, 216,
217, 218
Ireland 4, 339
Norway 391–2
reimbursement models, relationship
with 8–9
Spain 84–5
see also hospital financing
fee-for-service (FFS) models
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fees 192–3, 203–4
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cost-efficiency incentive 8
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for 9
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for 8–9, 131–2
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10, 118–19
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see also contracting healthcare
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Finland
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reimbursements under Cross-Border
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290–91
emergency services 287
entitlement to care 284–5, 290
innovative care 295–6
right to choose healthcare
providers 290, 300
rural and isolated areas 294
travel times to hospitals 290–91
waiting times 291, 303
affordability of healthcare
bundled payments initiative 301
capital investments 293
financial situation of hospitals
295
hospital financing see France,
hospital financing
physician remuneration 288, 289,
301
private payments 284–5, 290,
302
reimbursement model 293–5,
295–6, 304
third-party payments for
physicians’ consultations
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288–9
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289
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309–10
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314, 315
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317
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323–4
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329
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325–7
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see also direct funding (Beveridge)
systems; health insurance
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health insurance
health insurance (Bismarck) systems
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insurance system (mandatory)
Colombia see Colombia, health
insurance system (mandatory)
competition between insurers see
competition in healthcare
provision, between insurers
contracting under see contracting
healthcare services
Cross-Border Healthcare Directive
reimbursement system,
implications for 45–6, 52, 56,
57
direct funding (Beveridge) systems
distinguished 11, 82
France 284–5, 290
Germany see Germany, health
insurance system (mandatory)
Netherlands see Netherlands, health
insurance system (mandatory)
regulatory frameworks based on 13
states following 83
see also governance of healthcare;
hospital financing
health technology assessments see
medical technology, health
technology assessments
health tourism see cross-border
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emergency services see emergency
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innovative care see innovative
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capital investments see capital
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cost efficiency concerns see cost
efficiency
direct funding systems see direct
funding (Beveridge) systems
expenditure trends see expenditure
trends
France see France, hospital
financing
Germany 318–23
health insurance systems see health
insurance (Bismarck) systems
Ireland 334, 338–9, 354
Netherlands see Netherlands,
hospital financing
Norway 388
rationing and budget caps see budget
caps; rationing of healthcare
services
South Africa 421, 423–4
innovative healthcare 21
Austria 177–8
Belgium 203
Czech Republic see Czech Republic,
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France 295–6
Germany 328–9
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medical technology see medical
technology
Netherlands 370–71, 374, 384
Norway 398, 405–6, 409–10
United States, innovation
constrained 32
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133–4
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Germany 145–6
Montefiore Medical Center
contract, New York state
143–5
goals of 133
need for 129–33
simple model involving GPs and
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set-up 134–6
optimum contract 136
separate contract with service fees
136–7
joint contract with capitation
payment 137–9
population-based contract with
free patient choice 139–40
limitations of model 148–9
see also capitation models;
contracting healthcare services;
quality of healthcare
Ireland 332
accessibility of healthcare
cross-border healthcare see
Ireland, cross-border
healthcare
density of hospital provision 8,
336
eHealth strategy 352
emergency services 334
foreign nationals 334–5
innovative care 352
travel times to hospitals 336
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